
 

 

Novox MSX1 - microphone boom arm  

 
Whether you are a musician, podcaster, youtuber or gamer 
recording or live streaming your voice, you need a solid and 
flexible microphone stand.  
 
Novox MSX1 is a desk mount microphone boom arm for use 
in professional and project studios. It’s the perfect companion 
for the Novox NC-1 series USB microphone, as well as most 
other standard microphones.  
 
Novox MSX1 will not only bring practicality and convenience 
to your workstation – it will also streamline your work 
environment, creating a clean, professional looking space for 
video streaming, podcasting, and other on-camera work.  
 
With an adjustable arm for up to 110 cm (43 inches) reach and 
360 degrees of rotation, Novox MSX1 allows you to place your 
microphone precisely where you need it for optimal 
performance and minimal on-camera visibility.  
 
The standard size thread is compatible with the Novox NC-1 stand mount, as well as most other standard 
microphone holders. It even comes with the most popular type of mic clip for handheld style microphones, 
as well as a thread diameter adapter. 
 
The simple but sturdy clamp mount installs easily on the edge of any desk. Spring retraction and lockable 
hinges provide stable microphone positioning. Novox MSX1 is a simple and affordable way to upgrade your 
workflow and give your microphone a place it deserves! 
 
 
Bullet points: 

⚫ Desk mount microphone boom arm dedicated for Novox NC-1 series USB microphones, as well as other 

standard types of microphones. 

⚫ Ideal for musicians, gamers, podcasters, youtubers and vloggers, remote workers, online teachers and 

students. Adds great convenience to audio/video recording and streaming. 

⚫ Adjustable for up to 110 cm (43 inches) length and 360 degrees rotatable. Easy to install mounting clamp 

fits any desk or table. 

⚫ Standard size thread compatible with Novox NC-1 stand mount, as well as most other standard 

microphone holders. 

⚫ Standard mic clip and a thread adapter included. 

  

 



 

 

 

Specs: 

⚫ Full 360° rotation 
⚫ Spring retraction and lockable hinges 
⚫ Vertical reach up to 990mm 
⚫ Horizontal reach up to 1010mm 
⚫ Adapter 5/8” 
⚫ Supplied microphone clip 
⚫ Weight load up to 5kg 
⚫ Mounting: Desk clamp 50mm max depth, 
⚫ Desk screw down mount 
⚫ Weight: 690g 
 

What's in the box: 

⚫ Microphone Boom Arm 

 

 

 


